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reduced the mortality of cancer.[1] How-
ever, incredible heterogeneity of tumors 
makes efficient tumor therapy fundamen-
tally difficult.[2] Immunotherapy, which 
trains and stimulates the immune system 
of body itself to detect and eliminate 
tumors, is emerging as a new generation 
of cancer therapy, and shows promising 
potential in altering the cancer treatment 
paradigm.[3] Cancer nanovaccine-based 
immunotherapy has received great atten-
tion recently as nanovaccines, not only 
triggering antigen-specific immunities, 
but also providing a long-term immune-
memory effect.[4]

Current strategies for the fabrication of 
nanovaccines mainly employ various nano-
carriers, such as liposome,[5] polymer,[6] 
inorganic nanoparticles,[7] biopolymer 
implant,[8] hydrogel,[9] scaffold,[10] and 
biomimetic bacteria[11] as depots for con-
trolled release of antigen, adjuvants, 
and cytokines. However, their limited 

antigen loading efficiency, low yield, tedious manufacturing 
process, and systemic toxicity seriously hinder clinical benefits  

Current antigen-encapsulated multifunctional nanovaccines for oncotherapy 
suffer from limited antigen loading efficiency, low yield, tedious manufacture, 
and systemic toxicity. Here, an antigen-directed strategy for the fabrication 
of multifunctional nanovaccine with ultrahigh antigen loading efficiency in a 
facile way for tumor photothermal-immunotherapy is shown. As a proof of 
concept, a model antigen ovalbumin (OVA) is used as a natural carrier to load 
a representative theranostic agent indocyanine green (ICG). Mixing OVA and 
ICG in aqueous solution gives the simplest multifunctional nanovaccine so 
far. The nanovaccine owns antigen loading efficiency of 80.8%, high yield of 
>90%, intense near-infrared absorption and fluorescence, excellent reproduc-
ibility, good aqueous solubility and stability, and favorable biocompatibility. 
These merits not only guarantee sensitive labeling/tracking and efficient 
stimulation of dendritic cells, but also reliable imaging-guided photothermal-
immunotherapy of tumors and tumor prevention. The proposed strategy 
provides a facile and robust method for large-scale and reproducible  
fabrication of multifunctional nanovaccines with ultrahigh antigen loading 
efficiency for tumor therapy.

Tumor Therapy

Early screening and advanced clinical treatments, such as 
surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy, have significantly 
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of immunotherapy.[12] Ideally, nanovaccines are easily produced 
in aqueous solution under mild conditions, and exhibit high 
antigen loading efficiency, high yield, excellent reproducibility, 
favorable biocompatibility, and powerful immune response.[13] 
Nevertheless, it is still challenging to develop creative strategies 
for fabrication of such ideal nanovaccines.

Nanovaccine-based immunotherapy is capable of controlling 
residual tumors and inducing long-term tumor resistance by 
arousing a systemic antitumor immunity, but hard to eradicate 
primary tumors.[12b] Integration of nanovaccine-based immuno-
therapy and other complementary therapies makes it possible 
to achieve synergistic therapy against various morphologies 
of tumors.[14] Photothermal therapy, which employs photoab-
sorbers to generate heat from near-infrared (NIR) light energy 
for tumor ablation, provides a robust therapeutic efficacy in 
the treatment of primary tumors in a short-time therapeutic 
manner.[15] Therefore, construction of multifunctional nanovac-
cines combining immunotherapy with photothermal therapy 
offers promising opportunities for the synergistic treatment 
of tumors with various morphologies.[16] Besides, involvement 
of imaging modality in multifunctional nanovaccines allows 
dendritic cell (DC) labeling/tracking and imaging-guided 
multiple therapies, further remarkably enhancing the thera-
nostic efficacy.

Protein-mediated synthesis of multifunctional nanostruc-
tures with fascinating features has received tremendous atten-
tion due to its high efficiency and mild synthesis conditions.[17] 
Various nanoagents with great clinical translation potential 
have been fabricated by mimicking biomineralization and uti-
lizing noncovalent interactions using proteins as templates 
or carriers and extensively applied in imaging and therapy 

of tumors.[18] Inspiringly, antigens, a type of special proteins, 
show great potential to serve as natural carriers for the loading 
of various theranostic agents to generate multifunctional nano-
vaccines with ultrahigh loading of antigen. Therefore, it is sig-
nificant to construct a multifunctional nanovaccine with ideal 
features using antigen itself as the carrier in a facile way.

Herein, we report a facile antigen-directed strategy for the 
fabrication of a multifunctional nanovaccine with ultrahigh 
antigen loading efficiency for tumor photothermal-immuno-
therapy (Figure 1). As a proof of concept, the nanovaccine was 
constructed via simple mixing of ovalbumin (OVA), a model 
antigen, and indocyanine green (ICG), a representative thera-
nostic reagent in aqueous solution at room temperature. There 
is no need for any toxic reagents, severe conditions, and inert 
gas protection for synthesis. ICG is the only Food and Drug 
Administration-approved NIR fluorescent dye in clinic and 
endows the prepared OVA–ICG nanovaccine with NIR fluo-
rescent imaging and photothermal therapy abilities.[18f ] The 
prepared OVA–ICG nanovaccine owns antigen loading effi-
ciency of 80.8%, high yield (>90%), intense NIR absorption 
and fluorescence, excellent reproducibility, admirable aqueous 
solubility/stability, and favorable biocompatibility. The robust 
multifunctional nanovaccine enables high-efficient stimulation 
and sensitive labeling/tracking of dendritic cells, and allows 
imaging-guided photothermal therapy and immunotherapy 
for different morphologies of tumors in vivo. Additionally, the 
OVA–ICG nanovaccine provides a robust tumor prevention 
effect and makes the immunized mice possess an impressing 
tumor suppression capability toward transplanted tumors. To 
the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that an antigen-
directed strategy for building nanovaccines is proposed, and the 
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Figure 1. Illustration for fabrication and mechanism of OVA–ICG nanovaccine for photothermal-immunotherapy against tumor, DC stimulation/
tracking, and tumor prevention.
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model OVA–ICG nanoassembly is the simplest multifunctional 
nanovaccine so far.

The OVA–ICG nanovaccine was fabricated at room tempera-
ture via an extremely facile and green mixing method (Figure 1).  
Amphiphilic ICG effortlessly attaches to OVA to generate the 
OVA–ICG nanoassembly based on noncovalent interactions. 
The interaction between OVA and ICG was investigated by 
fluorescent spectrometry. The fluorescence emission spectra 
of OVA solutions containing different concentrations of ICG 
(0 × 10−6–20 × 10−6 m) were recorded by excited at 280 nm 
at different temperatures (T = 293 and 303 K) (Figures S1  
and S2, Supporting Information). OVA exhibits a strong 
fluorescence emission at 343 nm due to its tryptophan resi-
dues, and increased ICG induced remarkable fluorescence 
quenching due to the interaction of OVA and ICG. The bimo-
lecular quenching constant Kq was calculated according to the 
Stern–Volmer equation. The value of Kq (1.94 × 1012 L mol−1 s−1  
at 293 K) is much larger than the maximum scatter collision 
quenching constant of various quenchers with the biopolymer 
(2 × 1010 L mol−1 s−1), illustrating the static quenching mecha-
nism of OVA induced by ICG.[19] The binding constant (Ka) 
and thermodynamic parameters of OVA–ICG system were 
also calculated. Ka was determined to be 6.7 × 103 L mol−1  
(at 293 K), ensuring the formation of stable OVA–ICG com-
plex. The negative values of ΔG revealed that the interaction 
process between OVA and ICG is spontaneous. The fluores-
cent spectrometry analysis illustrates the binding ability and 
thermodynamic parameter for the formation of OVA-ICG 
complex.[19] Therefore, the efficient noncovalent interactions 
ensured the formation of OVA–ICG nanoassembly under 
mild conditions.

The as-prepared OVA–ICG nanovaccine owned a spherical-
like geometry with a diameter of about 14.7 nm from high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image 
(Figure 2a). The hydrodynamic diameter of OVA–ICG nano-
vaccine was measured to be 31.2 nm with dynamic light scat-
tering (Figure S3, Supporting Information), which was larger 
than free OVA. The zeta potential of OVA–ICG (−28.6 mV)  
is approximate with OVA (−31.7 mV). No significant changes 
of hydrodynamic sizes and particle dispersion index for both 
the OVA–ICG and OVA aqueous solutions were observed 
during the 7 d monitoring (Figures S4 and S5, Supporting 
Information), demonstrating the good colloidal stability of 
OVA–ICG nanovaccine. The characteristic Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) absorption bands of OH (3291 cm−1), amide I 
(1651 cm−1), and amide II (1531 cm−1) confirm the presence of 
OVA in OVA–ICG nanovaccine (Figure 2b). The loading of ICG 
endows OVA–ICG with remarkable NIR absorption at 779 nm 
and intense NIR fluorescent emission at 820 nm (Figure 2c,d),  
guaranteeing its good photothermal conversion efficiency and 
sensitive NIR fluorescent imaging capability. The contents of 
ICG and OVA in the OVA–ICG nanovaccine were 19.2% and 
80.8%, respectively. The ultrahigh antigen loading efficiency 
makes the nanovaccine possible with strong immunotherapy 
efficacy induced by low dose of administration. The strong NIR 
absorption of ICG in the nanovaccine enables its outstanding 
photothermal performance. 808 nm laser irradiation with dif-
ferent power densities made the temperature of OVA–ICG 
solution more rapidly increase in a concentration-dependent 
manner than pure water (Figure 2e,f and Figure S6 (Supporting 
Information)). Pure ICG solution and OVA–ICG solution with 
the same concentration of ICG exhibited similar temperature 
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Figure 2. Characterizations and photothermal performance of OVA–ICG nanovaccine. a) HRTEM image of OVA–ICG with negative staining using 
sodium phosphotungstate. b) FTIR spectra of OVA and OVA–ICG. c) UV–vis–NIR spectra of OVA, ICG, and OVA–ICG. d) Fluorescence spectra of ICG 
and OVA–ICG with same concentration of ICG. e) Temperature rising curves for different solutions under the irradiation of 808 nm laser (2.0 W cm−2, 
5 min). f) IR images of different solutions under the irradiation of 808 nm laser (2.0 W cm−2, 5 min).
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enhancement under the same irradiation conditions, indicating 
that the OVA–ICG nanovaccine retained the photothermal 
effect of ICG. The results show that OVA–ICG nanovaccine still 
has good photothermal performance.

Furthermore, the obtained OVA–ICG nanovaccine can be 
conveniently lyophilized for a long-term storage in powder. The 
nanovaccine powder can be easily redispersed in various media 
including water, phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS), 
normal saline, cell culture media, and fetal bovine serum with 
a good long-term colloidal stability (at least 14 d). In contrast, 
pure ICG possessed relatively poor colloidal stability in the 
same media, especially in normal saline, and began to precipi-
tate after a long-time storage (Figure S7, Supporting Informa-
tion). These results indicated the integration of OVA and ICG 
effectively improves the colloidal stability of ICG. Moreover, 
the photo stability of ICG was also remarkably improved after 
stabilization of OVA, and fluorescence decrease of OVA–ICG 
solution (20%) was much lower than that of pure ICG solution 
(50%) after storing in dark for a week. The enhanced photo-
stability benefits long-term cell labeling and tracking using the 
OVA–ICG nanovaccine.

The cytotoxicity of OVA–ICG nanovaccine was evaluated via 
a standard methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT) test with both 
B16 cells (overexpressing OVA) and DC 2.4 cells (a recognized 
immature dendritic cell line). OVA–ICG nanovaccine exhibited 
no obvious cytotoxicity to the above mentioned two kinds of 
cells (cell viability > 80%) even at a concentration of 800 mg L−1 
(Figure 3a and Figure S8 (Supporting Information)). There-
after, we investigated in vitro photothermal therapy of OVA–
ICG nanovaccine. 5 min irradiation with an 808 nm laser 
(2 W cm−2) of the B16 cells without nanovaccine incubation 
led to negligible decrease in the cell viability of B16 cells. In 
contrast, the viability of B16 cells slumped to about 5% after 
5 min irradiation with an 808 nm laser (2 W cm−2) and the 
treatment of OVA–ICG nanovaccine (200 mg L−1) (Figure 3b). 
The fluorescent images of the B16 cells costained with calcein 
acetoxymethyl ester and propidium iodide further intuitively 
proved the outstanding photothermal therapy of OVA–ICG 
nanovaccine (Figure S9, Supporting Information). These 
results not only confirm the low cytotoxicity of OVA–ICG, but 
also reveal the effective photothermal therapy capability of 
OVA–ICG.

Adv. Mater. 2018, 1704408

Figure 3. Cytotoxicity, photothermal therapy against B16 cells, and DC activation of OVA–ICG. a) Cell viability of the B16 cells after incubation with dif-
ferent concentrations of OVA–ICG. b) Cell viability of the B16 cells after incubation with OVA–ICG with or without 808 nm laser irradiation (2.0 W cm−2, 
5 min). c) Confocal fluorescent images of DC 2.4 cells incubated with different concentrations of FITC-labeled OVA–ICG for 24 h. The amount of 
d) TNF-α and e) IL-6 in the DC 2.4 cell culture supernatant after incubation with OVA, ICG, and OVA–ICG for 24 and 48 h. f) Expression levels of 
surface molecules (MHC-II, CD80, and CD83) on DC 2.4 cells after activation with pure OVA, pure ICG, and OVA–ICG nanovaccine.
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The excellent biosafety to immune cells encourages us to 
explore the immune response induced by OVA–ICG nano-
vaccine. It is well known that antigen present cells (APCs),  
represented by DC and macrophages, play an irreplaceable role 
in the adaptive immune defense process in the body. When 
the antigen is recognized by the immature APCs, they will be 
phagocytosed by APCs. The APCs get maturity, disposes the 
antigen, and then present it to the T lymphocytes, resulting in 
the subsequent cellular immunity or humoral immunity. In the 
meantime, the mature APCs produce several proinflammation 
cytokines to facilitate the immune response.[20] Therefore, the 
phagocytosis of antigen, the maturity of APCs, and the secre-
tion of proinflammation cytokines are essential for the adaptive 
immune response.

Herein, we choose a universally recognized immature DC 
cell line, DC 2.4 cells, to investigate the immune activation 
characteristics of OVA–ICG nanovaccine. The phagocytosis of 
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled OVA–ICG nanovac-
cine into the cytoplasm of DC 2.4 cells was proved by the intra-
cellular green fluorescence in the confocal fluorescent images 
(Figure 3c). Higher concentration of FITC-labeled OVA–ICG 
nanoassembly gave rise to more uptake of the nanovaccine. 
Thereafter, the production of proinflammation cytokines 
by stimulated DC 2.4 cells was measured via enzyme linked 
immunosorbent assay. DC 2.4 cells were cultured with OVA, 
pure ICG, and OVA–ICG nanovaccine for different times 
(24 and 48 h). The secretion levels of tumor necrosis factor-α 
(TNF-α) (an important marker in cellular immunity) and inter-
leukin-6 (IL-6) (an important marker in humoral immunity) 
in the culture supernate were recorded for immunoactivation 
assessment. Figure 3d reveals that only the OVA–ICG nano-
vaccine promoted the DC 2.4 cells to secrete significant TNF-α 
after 24 h incubation. Further increase of the incubation time 
to 48 h had remarkable increase of TNF-α induced by OVA, 
ICG, and OVA–ICG nanovaccine compared with the control 
group. Both OVA and OVA–ICG induced more secretion of 
IL-6 than the control group, while the secretion levels increased 
with the stimulating time (Figure 3e). It should be noted that 
DC 2.4 cells incubated with OVA–ICG secreted more IL-6 than 
those incubated with pure OVA at the incubation time of 48 h.

Besides phagocytosis and cytokine secretion, the maturity 
of DC 2.4 after activation also plays a vital role in immune 
response. The maturity was evaluated based on the expres-
sion of special molecules on the cytomembrane of DC 2.4 via 
the flow cytometry assay. Major histocompatibility complex-II 
(MHC-II), CD80, and CD83 are important molecules expressed 
on the cytomembrane of DC. The expression levels of these 
molecules increased in the meantime when DC was activated. 
MHC-II can bind antigen and target to T cell receptor on the 
T cells for antigen presentation, providing the “first signal” for 
T cell activation. While CD 80 (synergetic with CD86) can rec-
ognize and bind to B7 molecules on the T cells, providing the 
“second signal” for T cell activation. CD83 can modulate the 
maturity of DC and activation of T cell and B cell and increased 
expression of CD83 is recognized as an important marker for 
DC maturation. Encouragingly, OVA, ICG, and OVA–ICG 
nanovaccine all resulted in remarkably higher expression of 
MHC-II, CD80, and CD 83 (Figure 3f). The expression levels 
increased with the concentration of OVA–ICG nanovaccine 

(Figure S10, Supporting Information). Notably, different from 
the results of cytokine secretion, OVA–ICG nanovaccine trig-
gered much higher level of surface mole cule expression than 
pure OVA, indicating a more effective activation to DC 2.4 cells.  
On the other hand, the high expression level of MHC-II and CD 
83 induced by pure ICG demonstrated that ICG probably made 
a synergistic contribution to the maturation of DC 2.4 cells  
in the immune stimulation of OVA–ICG nanovaccine.[21] All 
the above results demonstrate that OVA–ICG nanovaccine 
was efficiently phagocytosed by DC 2.4 cells and promoted the 
maturity of APCs more powerfully than OVA alone.

We then applied OVA–ICG nanovaccine to photothermal-
immunotherapy against melanoma in vivo (Figure 4a). B16-
bearing mice were intratumorally injected with PBS, ICG, 
and OVA–ICG nanovaccine individually. All the animal experi-
ments involved in this work were approved by the Tianjin 
Medical University Animal Care and Use Committee. NIR 
fluorescent images show impressive fluorescence enhance-
ment in tumor regions after injecting OVA–ICG nanovaccine, 
enabling monitoring the migration and distribution of the 
nano vaccine (Figure S11, Supporting Information). For photo-
thermal therapy, the tumors of mice were then exposed to laser 
irradiation (0.1 W cm−2) for 3 min. The surface temperature 
of the tumor administrated with ICG and OVA–ICG exhib-
ited a similar enhancement up to about 60 °C (Figure 4b and 
Figure S12 (Supporting Information)), which is high enough 
to induce tumor cells apoptosis. In contrast, the surface tem-
perature of the tumor treated with PBS increased to about 
47 °C under the same laser exposure due to the black paren-
chyma of melanoma with light-absorbing ability. However, 
this insufficient temperature increase did not result in any 
tumor suppression compared with the negative control group 
treated with PBS without laser illumination (Figure 4c–e). The 
tumors treated with OVA–ICG nanovaccine under laser abla-
tion showed the most powerful tumor growth suppression 
among all the groups owing to the synergistic immunotherapy 
and photothermal therapy. However, pure ICG led to a weaker 
tumor inhibition under laser irradiation due to photothermal 
therapy and probably limited immune response induced by 
photothermal therapy.[21,22] It is also worth mentioning that 
only 3 min laser exposure at a very low power (0.1 W cm−2) 
was required in OVA–ICG nanovaccine-based tumor ablation. 
The mild illumination conditions effectively avoid the potential 
photodamage of healthy issues. In addition, the CD8+ cytotoxic 
T cells in tumors and the specific anti-OVA–immunoglobulin 
G (IgG) in the serum of mice treated with OVA–ICG nanovac-
cine (with or without laser irradiation) both exhibited a sim-
ilar increase (Figures S13 and S14, Supporting Information), 
demonstrating the reliable antitumoral immunotherapy effect. 
These results indicated the immunotherapy effect in vivo is 
mainly induced by OVA–ICG nanovaccine itself, and the lim-
ited immune activation induced by photothermal therapy was 
not sufficient for significant improvement of the immuno-
therapy effect in our study. Despite the activity of the immune 
cells suppressed in the tumor microenvironment, the intra-
tumorally injected nanovaccine could permeate into the peri-
tumoral zone to promote the mature of immunocompetent 
dendritic cells and induce immune response.[23] Moreover, the 
therapeutic process using OVA–ICG nanovaccine did not need 

Adv. Mater. 2018, 1704408
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any additional immune-boosting treatments, indicating its 
powerful immunotherapy efficacy via only a single administra-
tion. Besides, the OVA–ICG nanovaccine-based therapy did not 
lead to notable body weight decline (Figure S15, Supporting 
Information) and histopathologic changes of vital organs in the 
body (Figure S16, Supporting Information), showing a good 
biocompatibility in vivo.

Figure 4f illustrates the protocol for tumor prevention with 
OVA–ICG nanovaccine. The mice were treated with the immu-
nization of OVA–ICG or PBS twice to evoke immune activa-
tion before tumor cells challenge. OVA–ICG immunized mice 
exhibited impressive melanoma suppression ability compared 
with PBS treated group as the former average tumor size was 
almost 100 times smaller than the latter one (Figure 4g,h). 

When the melanoma-specific antigen OVA was recognized by 
the APCs in the subcutaneous tissues, the APCs were stimu-
lated to present the antigen to the T cells. Subsequently, a series 
of adaptive immune activations and immunologic memory 
was generated. Once B16 cells (overexpressing OVA) were 
transplanted into immunized mice again, the immune system 
was immediately evoked to eliminate the B16 cells. Therefore, 
OVA–ICG nanovaccine not only enables robust combined 
photothermal therapy and immunotherapy, but also serves as a 
robust nanovaccine for tumor prevention.

Besides impressing synergistic antitumor and tumor preven-
tion performance, strong NIR fluorescence and effective DC 
labeling and stimulation endow OVA–ICG nanovaccine with 
great potential in activated DC tracking in vivo. In DC-based 
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Figure 4. a) Protocol for therapeutic assay. b) IR images of mice during laser irradiation. c) Tumor growth curves of the mice with different treatments. 
d) Excised melanoma from the mice with different treatments. e) Mean final tumor weight per 100 g of final body weight. f) Protocol for tumor preven-
tion assay. g) Tumor growth curves of the mice treated with PBS or OVA–ICG. h) Excised melanoma from the mice with different treatments. In vivo 
fluorescence image of i) mouse and j) lymph nodes at 7 h postinjection of OVA–ICG-labeled DC2.4 cells at foot pad (homolateral popliteal lymph node 
was pointed out by yellow arrow).
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immunotherapy, the migration of antigen-loaded DCs from 
injection sites to draining lymph nodes through lymphatic 
vessels is essential for arousing immune system to destroy 
tumors. To investigate DC tracking ability, OVA–ICG-labeled 
DC 2.4 cells were injected into the right foot pad of C57BL/6 
mice to track the progress of DC migration with an in vivo 
fluorescent imaging system. Intense fluorescence of OVA–ICG-
labeled DC 2.4 cells was observed in the popliteal lymph node 
at 7 h postinjection, while weak fluorescence was also seen 
in the homolateral inguinal lymph node (Figure 4i,j). How-
ever, contralateral lymph nodes showed no fluorescent signal. 
These results indicate the whole migration process of DC 
2.4 cells from initial injection site to the draining lymph node 
via lymphatic vessels was sensitively tracked using OVA–ICG 
nanovaccine.

In summary, to overcome the drawbacks of limited antigen 
loading efficiency, low yield, tedious manufacture, and sys-
temic toxicity in current antigen-encapsulated multifunctional 
nanovaccines, we have reported an antigen-directed synthesis 
strategy for building multifunctional nanovaccine with ultra-
high antigen loading efficiency for tumor photothermal-
immunotherapy. The antigen is employed as a natural carrier 
to load the theranostic agent. The model OVA–ICG nanovac-
cine was fabricated in aqueous solution at room tempera-
ture via an extremely facile mixing method without the need 
of toxic agents and inert gas protection, and is the simplest 
nanovaccine so far. The fabricated nanovaccine exhibits 
impressive advantages of antigen loading efficiency of 80.8%, 
high yield (>90%), intense NIR absorption and fluorescence, 
excellent reproducibility, admirable aqueous solubility and 
stability, and favorable biocompatibility. The robust and safe 
nanovaccine enables high-efficient stimulation, sensitive labe-
ling/tracking of DC cells, synergistic photothermal-immuno-
therapy against tumors, and powerful tumor prevention. We 
believe that the proposed antigen-directed synthesis strategy 
paves a facile and robust way for large-scale and reproducible 
fabrication of multifunctional therapeutic nanovaccines with 
high antigen loading efficiency using various antigens and 
theranostic agents.
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